
PART Field Day 2018 
 



New Topic: 
 

Recruiting Younger 
Hams 
using 

Ham Radio Portrayals  
on TV 



What we want. 

What we have. 



There’s not a lot of TV shows portraying ham radio, 
so we can’t be too picky about the examples we can use. 



Is that a giant vacuum tube Russian? Steve, do you have one of those? 



This scene from The Addams Family shows a heart-warming 
way that ham radio can bring families together. What do you think? 



The Real Story of  
PART Field Day 2018 

by Rick Green, W1RAG 
(caught napping at Field Day 2007) 



Allison prepares her special public service demo: 
“How to use a Roto Rooter to clean your outhouse”! 



For reasons unknown, Dale and Bob interrupt antenna installation 
to practice the proposal scene from Romeo and Juliet! 



In a nasty move, George helps a fellow ham operator who is determined 
to hook the camera away from your silly-slide-show photographer! 



The fisherman takes glee reeling in your photographer! 



Lela Smith looks on approvingly as Lyman Smith shakes the soda cans 
violently to give the next drinker a sloppy wet surprise! 



Steve and Rich defiantly hold up their bag of Honey Dew donuts 
and challenge all the Dunkin Donut fans – “Whaddya gonna do about it?” 



Equally defiant club members respond with their 
Linux open-source Dunkin Donuts! 

Open 
source 
Dunkin  
Donuts 



As Steve wolfs down one of his Honey Dew donuts, 
 who looks like he’s having more fun here: Rich or Steve? 



Bob “ladies man” Glorioso has to make a rapid exit when his 
girlfriend’s husband arrives home too early! 



When asked by the checkout clerk “Paper or plastic?”, Charlie couldn’t 
decide, so he asked for one of each! 



After accidentally deleting a QSO from his logbook, 
Bob climbs out the window and considers jumping! 



Dale wonders whether to save Bob from the ledge,  
or go back to his van to give his dog a snack! 



“I want to snap that tab!”  “No, I want to snap that tab!” 
“Gimme that tab!”  “Keep your grimy mitts off that tab!” 



Two newbie lids think they heard that they have to ground their TENT,  
after being told to ground their TEN-TEC! 



“Your side is crooked!”  “No, your side is crooked!” 
“Drop your corner!”  “No, raise your corner!” 



Andy deciding that he’ll drive the tent stake into this guy’s sneaker! 



After listening to all the birdies on his cheap Baofeng radio,  
Bob snaps. He runs outside to try to shoot down them birdies! 



Andy raises his cup of coffee to make a toast to a  
white plastic chair that has served him well over the years! 



While clinging to an extra large bottle of spring water, Bob watches 
John perform a nifty square dance promenade step! 



Rich thoughtfully turns aside to sneeze, rather than unloading 
a nasty spray on a very pre-occupied Steve! 



Steve thanks Rich, but lets Rich know that he would’ve spliced Rich into 
the ladder line as a human “Static Bleeder” if Rich had sprayed him! 



Andy promotes an open-source software-defined radio, neglecting 
to mention it failed FCC inspection because it’s slightly radioactive! 



Allison looks on in amazement, as Dale demonstrates  
the latest model of Cuisinart long-reach milkshake blenders! 



W1RAG sneers, “Go ahead, I dare you to shoot!” 



A very talented bear does a great impression, posing just like 
the stuffed dummy of Richard Crisafulli! 



Alan Hicks wonders where to look for Steve Rimsa’s new 20m antenna… 



Alan finally figures out which direction to look for Steve’s antenna! 



Andy wonders whether he should show George the diagram 
Indicating where the emergency donut supply is hidden! 



Rich tells Steve of a tough ladderline problem. Rich takes him too literally,  
after Steve advises him to chew on it before making a rash decision! 



Charlie tries to remember if he ordered one turkey and sixty rolls,  
or sixty turkeys and one roll…! 



Charlie is delighted to see the deli manager carefully following 
Charlie’s request not to tilt the deli trays! 



Not trusting his cheap drugstore eyeglasses, Charlie asks whether  
this is  the cole slaw he ordered, or chicken noodle soup… 



Charlie gets himself into another pickle! 
Should he buy a small jar or a large jar? 



Charlie is miffed when the checkout clerk asks, 
“What kind of dingbat buys 1 small jar and 1 large jar of pickles?” 



But Charlie is not one to hold a grudge for long, and all is forgiven! 



Donelan’s employees take comfort knowing they won’t have to 
deal with Charlie again till next year! 



Alan Martin demands to know who wrote with black ink in the logfile, 
after he explicitly asked people to use blue ink only! 



A confused Rich Crisafulli embarks on a misguided attempt  
to find a BEAR-bones QRP transceiver! 



Bob Glorioso asks in vain if anyone would get up  
so he can sit down to eat and get back to filling his logbook! 



Rich Crisafulli, on the right, seeing that his Doritos bag is suddenly empty, 
wonders where that pile of Doritos on Steve Rimsa’s plate came from! 



Steve Telsey puts down his fork to post a Yelp review of Charlie’s lunch! 



Bill does a great job pretending he doesn’t know that somebody  
is taking a photograph of him that will appear in this silly slide show! 



Once again, Alan is caught skimming a percentage from the 
donations jar, to fund the Cobra CB radio of his dreams! 



Having caught Alan’s hand in the cookie jar, Bill demands 
half of the proceeds, so he too can fund a Cobra CB radio! 



This U.S. Naval aviation veteran, waiting patiently at the CW station, 
wonders if Charlie will be serving garlic bread with the spaghetti dinner… 



Bob tells an admirer to write down the frequency to tune in  
satellite communications: one gazzilion-megamillion megahertz! 



John advises John that he will hear more repeaters if he turns the power on. 



Russell hangs back to see if John takes the advice and turns on the radio! 



John excitedly spreads the word to Bob, explaining that  
you’ll hear more repeaters if you turn on the power! 



After hams complain too much about low sunspot activity, Mother Nature 
strikes back with a chilling moonspot that freezes all hams in their tracks! 



Steve rushes to the “Get On The Air” tent, but is disappointed 
when he learns that it isn’t an oxygen tent! 



Andy distracts a bored visitor by teaching her how to  
do conga line dancing while seated! 



Bill cleans his fingernails, while Andy asks the guest why on earth she 
wants to run logging software on Windows instead of Linux! 



Realizing that he went a step too far in his critique of the Windows 
proprietary operating system, Andy slaps his own wrist! 



While Andy’s not looking, Bill opens up Andy’s hand-held radio  
to insert a microprocessor that runs Windows 10! 



After listening to a talk on MARS emergency communications, 
Rich wanders outside, looking to the sky for an emergency from Mars! 



Steve can’t bear to watch, as Rich attempts to tie off a cord 
by tucking it under a piece of loose bark! 



John Salmi hijacks a confused father and son listening to classical music  
during their Sunday walk, mistaking them for fox hunters! 



After John leaves, father and son happily return to listening 
to classical music on their Sunday walk! 



Rich braces himself, as he sees a white feather is  
about to smash on top of his head! 



Charlie refuses to answer whether he’s stirring the meatballs into 
ground beef, or shaping the ground beef into meatballs! 



We have no idea why Bob Ravenstein chose Field Day to introduce 
his bluetooth-enabled motion detecting bird feeder! 



However, members of the press got into a shooting frenzy 
to capture photos of Bob’s revolutionary bird feeder! 



Once again, the kitchen was anchored by a pair of extraordinary pan-handlers: 
The Smiths, Lela and Lyman!  (can we please have a round of applause?) 



After they thought the cameras were turned off, 
the Smiths resumed their usual pattern of marital strife! 



Bill shows that he is all ears; Bob remains all earphones! 



Alan volunteered to test the freshness of this box of 25 munchkins. 
By the 22nd munchkin, he was pretty sure they were fresh! 



Andy forces a smile after learning that Alan also taste-tested 
the 23rd, 24th, and 25 munchkins! 



Thank you Alan for taste-testing this year’s munchkins. 
We’ll let you know if we need you for next year’s munchkins! 



Forget the munchkins!  Steve inhales a bag of Honey Dew donuts, 
as Rich keeps crazy-busy monitoring the digital waterfall! 



Russell offers to take the dinner discards and make a stew 
to serve at the next kit-building event! 



While Rich is asleep at his digital PSK station,  
someone stealthily lowers a noose around his neck! 



Two resourceful ham operators jump in with supermarket donut holes, 
ensuring that the munchkin crisis does not interrupt Field Day! 



Steve thinks he just made a clean sweep of 13 Colonies, 
even though 13 Colonies won’t be taking place for another 2 weeks! 



After Dale informs Bob that Bob’s exotic beam antenna was accidentally 
connected to the gun club TV, Bob performs a karate chop to his own neck! 



Andy training his eventual successor, who will get his driver’s license in about 
10 years, exactly the time when Andy plans to step down as PART prez! 



WBZ radio traffic reporters forcibly commandeer the 20 meter tent 
to give an urgent update on a traffic jam at the Concord prison rotary! 



John and Steve dejectedly stand outside the 20 meter tent, after Andy 
refuses to let them in because they forgot the security password! 



Niece, KA1ULN, examines a life-size statue of Colin holding a coffee cup! 



Poor John doesn’t realize that Bob snuck behind him and is about to 
pull the rope sending John flying 30 feet up in the air! 



Can anyone identify this suspicious character selling hot radios 
from the front seat of his truck? 



Charlie can’t decide: should the next sip be iced coffee or hot coffee? 



Alan reads Charlie his Miranda rights, after making a citizens’ arrest 
for wearing a blue undershirt that clashes with his turquoise shirt! 



Charlie doesn’t have enough cash on hand to make bail, so…. 



… Alan lets Charlie steal $100 from the donations jar  
to make up the difference! 



We are grateful that once every year, Bob’s wonderful family 
lets him out of his room to attend Field Day! 



Joe asks Charlie point-blank if the rumors are true that he increased the 
sawdust in the meat sauce by another 20 pounds this year! 



Once again, Lyman and Lela fight over who gets to use the Icom HT 
during Field Day! 



As usual, George is totally in the dark about what’s supposed to 
happen next at Field Day! 



Russell chips away at the pile of corn chips on his plate, 
while the ghost of Lyman Smith makes another appearance! 



Rumor has it that, instead of performing phone patches, 
this year Richard Cuti sold fake DNA genetic testing certificates! 



The moment that Layla panicked: “Did I make the frosting with  
4 cups of sugar and a pinch of salt, or 4 cups of salt and a pinch of sugar?” 



While Charlie’s not looking, Russell help himself to another sausage link! 



After realizing the threat to his sausages, Charlie sends Russell on an 
errand to fill 2 containers with Poland Springs water – in Poland Springs! 



PART president Andrew Stewart accepts an ARRL certificate for 
reducing by 7% his trashing of Microsoft Windows in favor of LINUX! 



After Charlie’s bountiful spaghetti dinner, 3 stuffed animals are on display! 



Alan Marshall, W1CCE, and Michael Perry, W1BX, continue their QSO 
despite teammate Bob Glorioso beginning to disappear under the table! 



Rich and Steve are totally stumped: 
If this is ladder line, where’s the freakin’ ladder? 



Seeing the silly-slide-show photographer approaching to take another 
ridiculous photo, Bob prepares a noose wide enough for his huge neck! 



We’re not sure what’s happening here, but it appears that Bob is  
making off with the bedpan that Andy keeps in his Mazda, just in case! 



ANYONE can operate at Field 
Day… even me! 

Take it from me, the 
100-lb. DXpeditioner…  
If I can lug 100 pounds 
of gear, you can drag  
your you-know-what  

to Field Day 2019  
next year!  


